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About This Game

The world was surrounded by darkness. Too much suffering was endured by human in the fight for freedom. Freedom was the
light, the light to absorb Tiestru. It was believed that, if light was brought to the tower of Tiestru, Evil would fail.

In Tiestru, where you are in control of everything, you will test your warlock skills through cities and deep dungeons.

ENTIRELY CUSTOMIZABLE DEFENSE LINES

Build the structure of your choice with cubic crystals & Define your battle line.

MULTIPLE SPELLS

Block, Frost, Prism, Lightning, Generator & Different levels of power, health and damage.

DEPTH AND COMPLEXITY

 Create new spells by building different structures

 Increase your powers
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 Build new structures for enhanced powers

 Generate resources & Find special locations

 Control the enemy & Shape their path

 Make special connections & Activate new spells

POWER TRANSPORTATION

Increase your power, transport energy from the core, on the ground or up in the air.

FREEDOM TO USE ALL OF THE MAP

Everything is up to you, define your strategy.

A MINI GAME

Gain extra resources.

SECRET LEVELS TO UNLOCK

New enemies & New maps. Each new level is another experience.
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Title: Tiestru
Genre: Action, Indie, Strategy
Developer:
Warlock Arts
Publisher:
Warlock Arts
Release Date: 20 Aug, 2014

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: XP, Windows 7, Windows 8.x

Processor: Intel Dual Core 2.2Ghz

Memory: 1024 MB RAM

Graphics: Intel HD 3000

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 2048 MB available space

English,Turkish
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this is a great tool. This VR experience is LEGIT. Going into it I wasn't sure what to expect, but once I was done I was blown
away. The process of discovery in this is truly magical. Just go into this one with an open mind and experiment with it- you
won't regret it.. Love this game. The puzzle of figuring out teh right supply routs to maximize profits = Win!. damn 2k3 still
holds up today, clear sprites, best eventing system, def recommended but dont expect everything to be fully customizable.
10/10.. Bigger and badder than the first, the mission structure is a lot more complicated in this one. Some gameplay quibbles
have been fixed like instead of certain guards breaking your disguise, only going into unauthorized areas with an unauthorized
outfit will get you busted. Crouching counts as sneaking now so you dont have to move at a snails pace. One strange visual
choice they made was to put everything in a sort of semi-sepia vintage filter. Changing depth of field off will get rid of it
partially, but not fully. Not too big a deal though. Overall its definitely a step above the first in terms of complexity, but not
length. Only 7 missions long. Like the first, some of those missions could take upwards of 2 hours depending on how you play
it, but it still feels short. Basically, for the best experience, buy the gold pack.. The first game was short, easy, boring, cliched.
This game is worse in nearly every regard. The only thing I'll give it a tiny bit of credit for is it's a slightly more interesting
premise, but only barely. It's also less balanced; you can get wiped in the first 20 minutes or so due to overly strong enemies
compared to your level, but then it's a cakewalk because the enemies hardly change until the last 10 minutes. Whatever, just
don't buy this thing. Even if you are a total perv, which I respect, 5 images of partially dressed women is not worth your time.. A
good offroad game. Very detailed.
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A really nice and simple game! :D. Played it back in the days and just recently come back, this game is still awesome for me.
Such a great childhood games!. I am unable to play this game right now, as it crashes on startup for me. (This behaviour is not
unique to this game.)

You should not buy this game if your only working computer uses a 32-bit Linux OS.

I have played it on a 64-bit Linux OS, and it worked without any issues.

The game itself is simple and a bit silly, perfect if you game for stress relief.. Not Really a Game tbh just a scam. absolutley
terrible game ratings are not correct and thats all i got to say how the ♥♥♥♥ is richie 88 rated. If you like tank controls and the
vibes from older survival-horror games(RE mainly), you're probably gonna like this game.
If you don't know what either of those are or feel like, you're probably not gonna like this game.
15 bux(10.50 when writing this) isn't a bad price to see if you do like it though(+coop with friends if you actually do end
enjoying it).. This game is absolutely fantastic. After a while of searching for a multiplayer, fast-paced action game for a great
price I came to this gem. The gameplay is fast but responsive and skillful, there isn't a moment where you feel cheated by the
controls. There's not a flaw in this game and you could easily kill hours playing this. Would recommend.

It's also a perfect price to gift a friend after you learn the skills then kick their butt.. until they get better than you xD. Title: Into
Blue Valley
Developer: Kuchalu
Category: Walk-em-Up
Rating: NA (Not Rated)
Price: $10

Introduction:
Into Blue Valley is a First Person Walk-em-Up shown through the eyes of a video camera. The whole idea behind this is you
controlling video footage; and this works well (most of the time), to
give a exotic game which shows that not all games need to be fast paced action or a gigantic world and can just be something to
relax to but at the same time be creeped out.

Gameplay:
As the whole world is seen through a video camera and this is sent in somewhat olden times this game tries to make it as
realistic as possible. And does it well. The world is a blue-ish feel of
a 70's camera. That means it does take some getting used to with movement but once you do get used to it you get a real feel of
the environment. Now the actual gameplay as stated by the genre
is mainly walking. Don't expect any action sequences or choices. Just plain walking. The main objective of this game is to walk
around and collect these magical objects scattered around this world.
Luckily this world looks beautiful, not beautiful as in graphics but how much this world captures the feel of the game. Relaxing
yet creepy. I love the world and as this is a
walk-em-up it has to have a good world. And it does. The magical objects are found either outside in its beautiful environment
or in houses which you can only enter a few ones chosen by the game.
I found this dissapointing as these houses were small and generic and had no use except for keeping the objects and these notes
which were nothing to ride home about. Even with this setback the
gameplay was what a normal walk-em-up is: collecting stuff in its world. Luckily the world is wonderfully crafted so I had no
problem doing that.

Controls & Smoothness:
The controls are simple but what I found was the camera was a little sensitive but there was no option to change this! Actually,
there were not alot of options; other than changing graphic
settings, controls and resolution there was nothing else you could costumise. Which I think will be dissapointing to anybody who
played differently (such as inverted mouse; etc). Luckily I
got used to the camera. I which I could say the same about the smoothness though, most parts were fine though some bumpy
parts which you had to walk on were glitchy invisible walls to stop
from walking. I found this annoying as it stopped the feel of a game that your meant to walk in! Some of the invisible walls
were so bad that I had to restart the game cause I just got stuck.
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My advice would be to stick to the paths.

Music & Sound:
The music is your generic mysterious music with the piano and occasional guitar strums. But what I liked the most were the
sound effects. They were generic also but input very well so
it made the game more creepy.

Story:
The story (without recking anything) is as follows: These two friends, brothers, I don't know watch some type one of them has
found. He plays it so he can show his friend, brother,
I don't know. Anyway as you play the game these people talk and their talk is quite helpful and tells you when your on track or
not which is good and can stop the walking around not
knowing what to do frustration which can happen alot in walk-em-ups. But it doesn't stop it completely (trust me, I've been
there). While the talk is great it is text. I would've loved them
actually talking.

Conclusion:
This game tries to set out and do something different (like lots of Indie games do). Luckily, this one worked in the most part and
made a solid game. This game is about an hour which
when I first saw this thought this was really bad as I payed $10 and has no replay value. But, if they had kept it going any longer
it would have gotten repetitive so the 1 hour length
was perfect. This game is great.

The Good:

+ Something Different
+ Gives a Great Atmosphere
+ A Great World to Explore
+ Good Narration

The Bad:
- Generic Houses
- Not Much Options
- Invisible Walls & and Some Glitchy Walking
- Generic Music & Sound
- No Replay Value

8.8\/10 (Great)

Rating Scale: (Must get a 6.5 or above to be recommended)
0-0.9: The Worst Piece of\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665Ever
1-1.9: Absolutely Terrible
2-2.9:\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u26653-3.9: Poor
4-4.9: Bad
5-5.9: Meh
6-6.9: Okay
7-7.9: Good
8-8.9: Great
9-9.9: Excellent
10: Masterpiece

Like this for more!. tHERE ARE NO INSTRUCTIONS SO IT IS HARD TO KNOW WHAT THE OBJECT IS. NO ACTION;
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VERY BORING. NO SCENERY, JUST LINES AND A RED DOT ON THE SCREEN MOVING FROM PLACE TO
PLACE.. There is no point in buying CS:GO is this game does it better for much cheaper, the graphics are great, the gameplay
is better 10/10 will play non-stop
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